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The big whip debate flares up again 

TODAY’s Racing Post calls for the banning of the whip 

(left); an older article from The Guardian proved that 

the new jockeys’ whips do no harm whatsoever, it’s 

about “the sound” they make more than anything else. 

THE international whip debate has flared up again. In Australia, moves are afoot to ban the use of 

the whip in harness racing and racing authorities are considering similar for flat racing, for which 

there has been support but also opposition. In the UK, the debate is in the headlines once more. 

Journalist Tom Kerr of Racing Post, long a  

proponent of a “total whip ban” in the UK, this 

morning repeated his call in his publication, and 

argues, “the perception is appalling, it is of a sport 

that publishes its heroes. It is a perception that is all 

but impossible to challenge!” 

 

Kerr feels the whip is such an issue that the vital 

once-a–year race goers are deterred from visiting 

race tracks and that turnovers suffer as a result. 

 

He believes the general public wants it banned, but 

there has been immediate opposition from high-

profile racing figures, including trainer Ger Lyons, 

who tweeted this morning, “Another awful front 

page from our trade daily! If I was worried about 

'perception ' I wouldn't leave the house. Enough 

already about the whip!” 

 

A racing enthusiast from the UK wrote on the   

Betfair Community Forum:  “... the race goer is far 

more interested in admission prices, price of  

racecourse food and the bouncy castle obscuring the 

view than how many reminders a horse is given...!” 

 

Do whips really hurt horses?  The answer is a firm, 

„No‟! 

 

Some years ago Greg Wood, a journalist from The 

Guardian, spent an afternoon at Lingfield  (to p 2) 
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THE WHIP DEBATE (...cont) 

 

in the company of later Champion Jockey to be, 

Jim Crowley, who told him: . "It's your job to  

educate people," shortly before hitting him several 

times with his whip! 

 

"The message needs to be got across. This has been 

blown up out of all proportion. Whips don't hurt 

horses," said Crowley. 

 

Wrote Wood: “Crowley hit me three times in quick 

succession on the palm of the hand yesterday after-

noon, the third time "as hard as I'd ever hit a horse" 

and, thanks to the design of his lightweight, foam-

cushioned whip, I scarcely felt a thing.” 

 

But if it doesn't hurt, ask the cynics, why use the 

whip at all? 

 

A decade or so ago a fairly gentle swish from a 

heavy, old-fashioned whip with a loop of leather at 

its tip would have produced a smack with a real 

sting. The modern equivalent, though, is all about 

noise rather than impact. 

 
"A horse wouldn't feel it the same as a human," 

Crowley said. "They have a tough hide and it's  

covered with hair. This whip doesn't hurt a human, 

so it can't hurt a horse and these sticks have been 

tested and tested to show that they don't hurt. 

 

"There's no way a jockey would want to hurt a 

horse. The sticks nowadays are fantastic and  

designed to startle the horse with a loud bang. We 

use them to create that sound, which is what people 

don't realise, and that's the problem. 

 

"The sticks are getting better and better all the time. 

They're all tested and they've all got serial numbers 

in. To be honest, the only problem I have with these 

sticks is that on a windy day, the wind catches them 

because they're so light." 

 

Other arguments in favour of the whip include get-

“Other arguments in favour of the whip include getting naughty horses to fall in 

line at the starting pens and “straightening” runners who shift in or out during 

the running of a race – the whip has always been effectively and painlessly used in 

this regard.” 

ting naughty horses to fall in line at the starting pens 

and “straightening” runners who shift in or out  

during the running of a race – the whip has always 

been effectively and painlessly used in this regard. 

 

In addition, argue racing purists, the whip is as 

much a part of horseracing than the saddle or the 

bridle. “There are few things as exciting as a classic 

finish with stylish jockeys in motion not only with 

hands and heels, but with their whips too. Every 

jockey has a different whipping style which makes 

them not only identifiable, but brings this  

characteristic into play in a driving finish.” 

 

Three strokes from a whip on the palm of the hand 

is hardly a controlled scientific experiment. For one 

thing it could be argued that Crowley, one of the 

most easy-going members of the weighing room, is 

simply too pleasant to launch a proper, full-blooded 

assault on anyone, even a journalist. 

 

Wood added, tongue in cheek: “The lack of any pain 

from Crowley's strikes was so impressive that I am 

tempted to wonder whether jockeys should be  

encouraged to spread the message by hitting race 

goers too. Better still, they could walk down Oxford 

Street hitting passers-by and, when they find that it 

doesn't hurt, tell them to tell their friends. 

 

“Ryan Moore, by contrast, might apply himself to 

the task with real venom. Having felt the best that 

Crowley could do, though, I would be happy to let 

him try!” 

 

Wood concluded: “A jockey's whip is not widely 

considered to be a wonder of modern technology to 

match the iPod or the mobile phone. Perhaps it 

should be!” - tt. 

http://www.salesring.co.za/
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“I love this photo of Louis The King,” writes bloodstock 

consultant Kerry Jack, who manages his stallion career. 

“He‟s let down at Sorrento Stud and he‟s looking  

extremely well. His first foals arrive in August.” 

‘Louis’ is enjoying life as a Stud 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MUBTAAHIJ and Fawree, Mike de Kock’s leading runners 

at the 2017 Dubai International Carnival, have been  

relocated to Southern California and is now in the care of 

trainer Bob Baffert.  Mubtaahij, who won the 2015 UAE 

Derby, followed by a second to California Chrome in the 

2016 Dubai World Cup, finished fourth to superstar  

Arrogate in the 2017 renewal of the $10-million race.  

Fawree, a troublesome but talented sort, won his Maiden 

by five lengths before finishing unplaced in the 2017 UAE 

Derby.  Mubtaahij logged his first work for Baffert at Los 

Alamitos Racecourse yesterday, covering 600m in just over 

36s. "(We don't have) immediate plans," Baffert said. "(He) 

just came in last month." It is not known whether the pair 

will return to De Kock in Dubai for the 2018 Carnival. -  tt. 

(Photo by Emily Gricco) 
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Zara and Holly Ramsden, and Stephanie Grentell with Rock My Soul (Anton Marcus up). 

KLAWERVLEI Stud‟s exciting young stallion 

Twice Over has made a sensational start to his stud 

career and the European champion was represented 

by a fourth first crop winner when his son Rock My 

Soul got off the mark at Scottsville on Wednesday. 

 

Trained by Joey Ramsden, and owned by Bernard 

Kantor, Rock My Soul duly justified 7-20  

favouritism by running on powerfully to record  a 

one and three quarter length win over 1400m. 

 

The gelding, a R220 000 buy from last year‟s CTS 

Johannesburg Ready To Run Sale, had previously 

run with credit behind the likes of Tap O‟ Noth and 

Al Mariachi and he looks sure to build on this first 

victory. 

 

Rock My Soul, now a winner and placed in four 

times from six outings, was bred by the Ascot Stud. 

Rock My Soul franks form, wins well 
Twice Over, whose first crop includes unbeaten G1 

winner Sand And Sea (a leading contender for the 

Equus Champion 2YO Colt title), has been in huge 

demand throughout the year in 2017, with his year-

lings proving popular throughout the country.  

 

Responsible for the sales topping colt at the recent 

KZN Yearling Sale, Twice Over‟s offspring have 

fetched up to R2.1 million this year. 

 

His relatives have kept Twice Over‟s name in lights, 

with Twice Over family members including recent 

US G1 winner Antonoe as well as G2 Woody 

Stephens Stakes hero American Anthem. 

 

A four time G1 winner, who banked over £2 million 

in prize money, Twice Over will be represented by 

eight lots at next month‟s National Two-Year-Old 

Sale. -  Cape Breeders. 

http://www.capethoroughbredsales.com/
http://klawervlei.co.za/stallion/twice-over

